IVEC COMMAND

CLEAN AIR. ONLY SMARTER.
Peak Performance from Peak Intelligence
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I On demand, remote access to your data.

INTELLIGENT VENTILATION – BY DESIGN
Harness IVEC Technology to
Lower Costs & Boost Efficiency

Most manufacturers want to increase their
ventilation system’s effectiveness and lower its
operating costs. The question is: how?
IVEC Command gives you the answer. It puts
the latest monitoring technology and data
analytics at your fingertips, so you’re in full
control of your ventilation system. You gain
previously untapped capability to cut costs and
consistently provide optimum air quality, from
anywhere.

VENTILATION SYSTEM DATA…
OPTIMIZED
Document power savings and system capacity,
predict maintenance requirements, and more to
run your system at peak performance:

Increase productivity and reduce
downtime - Maximize the ability of preventive
maintenance to thwart potential equipment
failures
Troubleshoot - Identify problems quickly
and automatically get the information and
assistance you need to correct issues in
minutes
Generate dynamic reports - Pull reports
regarding the overall efficiency of the system.
Get overviews of how the system is functioning
and analyze energy/cost savings
Receive remote access and alerts Access/view system metrics and receive
warnings about system faults no matter where
you are
Lower costs - Boost maintenance efficiency
and reduce time needed for support/
diagnostics
Leverage Outside Resources - Outsource
maintenance to IVEC or other distributor to
lower overhead and free up maintenance staff

Maximize Your System’s
Efficiency and Intelligence

Using IVEC Command’s predictive and proactive
tools, you can monitor and control your
ventilation system through industry-leading
sensors that verify system performance and
ensure proper operation.
IVEC Command not only displays all of the
controls for these sensors in one location,
it also continually monitors performance
to provide system analytics, predictive
maintenance and customized reporting.

KEY FEATURES
Remote Monitoring / Access / Control
Data logging
Predictive metrics - Predicts filter changes,
filter life, etc.

A POWERFUL SOLUTION FOR
MANUFACTURERS WHO
Have zero down time
Are short on maintenance staff
Need verification of system performance
Want to leverage advanced technologies to
gain a competitive edge
Wish to document their reduced energy
footprint/environmental impact

TAKE COMMAND OF YOUR
AIR QUALITY
Currently available for GVSC standalone, IVEC
Ultra System, GVMC System, or IVEC Steward

Self-diagnostic systems - Detects errors and
offers solutions
Integrated IVEC support - Built-in parts
ordering, operations manuals, how-to videos,
technical support calls
Data security - Two-factor authentication,
security audits on hardware
Automated reports displaying system
performance
Automated notifications of issues / problems
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WHY CHOOSE IVEC TO CONTROL
YOUR PROCESS VENTILATION?
Because IVEC delivers
customizable, highly
efficient solutions that
consistently save you time
and money--now and over
time

IVEC WILL
Manage energy consumption
Add capacity
Reduce noise
Extend filter life
Reduce “negative pressure” in your building
Extend the life cycle of existing equipment
Reduce scheduled maintenance

IVEC SYSTEMS ARE
UL Listed and cUL Listed
Recommended for new or existing equipment
Available for ducted or ambient systems
Complete networks -- not just components and wiring
Backed by an established, full-service company

IVEC SYSTEMS
Provide exhaust on-demand
Control cleaning for self-cleaning collectors
Monitor filter-loading and adjust to pressure changes
Provide total automation that eliminates employee interaction and tampering
Provide valuable analytics for management that can be monitored locally or remotely
Monitor power consumption
Lengthen intervals between scheduled maintenance

IVEC REPRESENTATIVES
Provide complete turnkey project management
Experienced with mining, food, weld fume, wood dust, coolant mist, vehicle exhaust
and many other commercial and industrial applications
Will design a system specific to your needs - simple to sophisticated
Backed by a company with 50+ years experience and thousands of installations

IVEC Systems | 866.670.4832 | www.ivecsystems.com
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